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lifotet=itz: (I) Attempt as many questions as you can. Each question carries 3 marks. One 
mark will be deducted for each incorrect answer. Zero mark will be awarded 
for each unattempted question. 

~ w.if "" j?[ -.i-\ 'liT ""'" q;l' 1 ~ = 3 """ 'liT t 1 ~ '""" OW it; 
#It( ~ """ -.m """.'111 ~ ~ = 'liT mlli<f; >pi tiMT 1 

(2) If more than one alternative answers seem to be approximate to the correct 
answer, choose the closest one. 

~ ~ ~ 

1. The value of V x V x A is given by 

--*~ 2~ 
II) V·A-V A 

2. The average value of the Poynting vector for a plane polarized electromagnetic wave in 
free space is given by 

(255) 

I 2 (I) -EoE 
2 

1 2 (2) -CEoE 
2 

I (P.T.O.) 
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3. In metals, the skin depth for electromagnetic waves 

(1) increases with increase in frequency 

(2) decreases with increase in frequency 

(3) does not depend on frequency 

(4) increases with increase in conductivity 

~ 

4. A plane polarized electromagnetic wave with E vector parallel to the plane of incidence 
is incident from air tq glass. If it is found that Eli +9 r =90°, where 8 i is the angle of 
incidence and e r is the angle of refraction, then 

(1) the reflected wave will be in a direction normal to the incident wave 

(2) there will not be any reflected wave 

(3) the reflected wave will be plane polarized 

(4) the refracted wave is in a direction normal to the incident ray 

~ 

5. If V is the scalar potential and A is the vector potential, then indicate the rela.tion which 

is not true 

-> 
-> -> vA ~ -> ~ 

(1) E~-VV-- (2) B~VxA 
at 

-> 
-> -> 8A -> -> 

(3) V·A+lJ.oEo-~O (4) E~-VV 
at 

6. If the angular frequency of an electromagnetic wave is greater than the plasma 
frequency, then the refractive index n for the wave propagating through the ionosphere 
is 

(I) n< 1 (2) n > 1 

(3) n ~O l4) n is a complex number 

(255) 2 
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~ 

7. The condition that any vector C should be the curl of any vector is 

~ ~ 

(I) V xC =0 
---) ---) -+ ---) ---t 

(3) VxC-V·C=O (4) V 2 C=0 

8. The Maxwell's equation derived from Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction is 

~ ~ p ~ ~ 

:11 V·E=- (2) V·B=O 
E 

~ [ ~) ~ ~ iJB ---t ---) ---) BE 
(3) VxE=-_ (4) \i'xB=J.lo J+E:& 

at 

9. Indicate the false statement about the high frequency (w>copl electromagnetic wave 
propagation through low pressure ionized gases 

(1) Phase velocity is greater than the velocity of light in free space 
~ ~ 

(21 E and H vectors are in same phase 
~ ~ 

131 EjH in ionized gases is larger than in free space 

141 Waves are attenuated in passing through ionized gas 

10. At frequencies above resonance frequency in an L-G-R senes resonance circuit, the 
impedance of the circuit is 

11 ~ inductive + resistive (2) pure inductive 

(31 capacitative + resistive (4) pure capacitative 

11. A solenoid has an inductance of 50 henry and a resistance of 30 Q. If it is connected to 
100 V battery, then how long will it take for the current to reach one-half of its final 
steady state value? 

(1) 1-45 sec (2) 1'15 sec (3) 1·35 sec (4) 1'25 sec 

(255) 3 (P.T.O.) 
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12. On forward biasing of a P-N junction diode the depletion width 

(1) decreases 

(2) mcreases 

(3) remains unchanged 

(4) increases in the beginning, then becomes constant 

13. CE amplifier is used in intermediate stages in a multistage amplifier because 

(I) its voltage gain is high 

(2) its current gain is high 

(3) its current gain as well as voltage gain is high 

(4) its output impedance is very low 

14. If we apply a voltage V = V p sin rot at the input of a half-wave rectifier, then the outpu 
DC voltage is 

(1) V p 

n 

2Vp 
(2) (3) Vp 

2 

15. Hartley oscillator is not used for designing an audio frequency oscillator because 

(I) it is not possible to design it 

(2) component's (L and C) size used in the circuit mcreases so it becomes ver 
inconvenient 

(3) amplitude of oscillations decreases 

(4) its efficiency decreases in audio frequency range 

16. Indicate the false statement about the need of modulation 

(1) It decreases the antenna size 

1255) 

(2) It avoids interference between transmission from two radio stations 

(3) It simplifies the design of transmission circuit 

(4) It increases the range of transmission 

4 
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J.7~ .~ amplifier has a 40 dB gain. Its gain may change by 10% due to change in its 
parameters. Negative feedback is used to reduce this change only to 1%. Then the 
lCL.~e of the feedback factor (3 is 

(\) 3~O·1 (2) ~=lO (3) ~ ~O·09 (4) ~=O·OOI 

I&.. !::t:.:-adio receivers, the active device used for demodulation is 

(\) ",ode (2) triode (3) transistor (4) pentode 

1.. :r!~ the laws of Boolean algebra, the Boolean expression AB + (A+B) (B +C) can be 
smrrri±tied to 

(\) .~-BC (2) B +AC (3) C+AB (4) AB+AC 

.. b ~ca1 circuits, the analog of moment of inertia in rotational motion is 

(1) ~stance (2) inductance (3) capacitance 

.... 1I'.iIi 'Se:1es L-C-R circuit is to be oscillatory, then 

(\) _1_< R' 
LC 4L' 

1 R' 
(2) ->

LC 4L' 

1 R' 
(3) LC =-, 

4L 

22.. WcirsaCker's semi-empirical mass formula does not include 

(2) magicity energy 

(4) voltage 

( \) Pl=lg energy 

(3)"""",=b energy (4) asymmetry energy 

231... Gejger'-!""'\-.:.tta1l law gives the relationship between 

( "1) energy and range of a particle 

(255) 

(2) half-life and decay constant of a particle 

(3) half·life and energy of 0. particle 

(4) half-life of a emitter and energy of a particle 

5 (P. T.O.) 
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24. Nuclear shell model fails to explain 

(1) stability of closed shell nuclei 

(2) spin and parities of nuclear ground state 

(3) electric quadrupole moment of nuclei 

(4) nuclear isomerism 

25. Which of the following is not an exchange force? 

(1) Heisenberg force (2) Barlett force 

(3) Wagner force (4) Magorana force 

26. The half-life of a radio isotope is 5 years. The fraction of atoms decayed in this isotope 
in a period of 20 years will be 

(1) ~ 
16 

(2) ~ 
8 

(3) 1 
8 

15 (4) 
16 

27 . . What is the number of ex decays that occur in a 1 gm sample of thorium in 1 year. Th( 
disintegration constant of thorium (232) is 1·58 x 10-18 sec- 1 and Axogadro's number is 
6.023x 1023 ? 

(1) 13x1012 (2) 13 x 1010 (3) 6xlO" (41 11 x 10 15 

28. What is the main drawback of liquid drop model of nucleus? 

{II It is not successful in describing the law lying excited states 

(2) It is not able to explain nuclear fission 

(3) It does not predict binding energy accurately 

(4) It is not able to predict a and [3 emissions properly 

12551 6 



:ag~ 1'bt binding energy per nucleon is given by 

II) ~IMH -MN)+MN +(I+f)a.m.u . 
. ~ 

(3) ~IMH-MN)+MH-Il+f)a.m.u. 
A 

llP/218/30 

.. mr ~: and A2 are the decay constants for parent and daughter nuclei respectively and 
Kt':ro~ is the nu!Ubcr of parent nuclei at time t =0, then the number of atoms N 2 of 
u'ghter nuclei at time t is given by 

.. b a nuclear reactor, the coolants are used 

(1) ito absorb neutrons 

(2: in slow down neutrons 

(3) to remove heat from reactor core 

(4) tiJ control the fission process in the reactor 

.a., !ff .. nucleus of ~~5U after absorbing a slow neutron undergoes nuclear fission to form a 

~s of ~~o Xe and a nucleus of ~: Sr, then the other particles produced are 

(1) 'lXle proton and two neutrons (2) two neutrons 

(3) n:hree neutrons (4) onc proton and one neutron 

(255) 7 (P.T.O.) 
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33. Consider the fusion reaction 6?H~2 iHe+2p+2n+Q (43 MeV). The total energy 

detained by fusing 1 kg for deuterium to form helium is 

(1) 4·3x1027 MeV 

(3) 5·2x10 27 MeV 

(2) 8·6 x 1027 MeV 

(4) 2·15xl0 27 MeV 

34. Two helium nuclei ;He fuse to give 

(4) ~He +2e+2n 

35. Cobalt 60 is used in hospitals as a radioactive source in medicines. It has a half-life of 
5·25 years. After a use for certain period its activity has been found to decrease by a 
factor of 8. How is old the sample? 

(1) 15·75 years (2) 10'5 years (3) 21 years (4) 42 years 

36. Which of the following statements is not true about the binding energy per nucleon? 

(1) It is maximum for iron 

(2) Its average value is about 5-0 MeV 

(3) It is almost constant for most of the nuclei 

(4) It increases rapidly for low mass nuclei and then becomes almost constant 

37. X-rays are used in the study of crystal structure because 

(1) X-rays cannot be absorbed by the crystal 

(2) X-rays can probe deepen into the crystal 

(3) wavelength of X-rays is comparable to interatomic plane distances in the crystal 

(4) X-ray wavelength is much longer than the interatomic plane distance 

(255) 8 
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38. in tl:e hlonig-Penney model, electrons are assumed to be moving in 

(1) ~-.dimensional squarewell potential 

(2) :It:!e--dimensicmal squareweU periodic potential 

(3) rl:ree-dimensional coulomb potential 

(4) a periodic harmonic potential 

.~ ~.:-::-onic contribution to the specific heat C v of metals varies as 

(I) C v oc T3 (3) CvocT (4) C v is constant 

... ~c: :=)"stal has the following structure 

(1) S;cnple cubic (2) Face-centred cubic 

(3) Soci.y-centred cubic (4) Hexagonal 

4L ~g to Wiedemann-Franz law, the ratio of thermal conductiv:ity to electrical 
CltlIttlJO,:,cti ... ity of any metal is given by 

(3) (":) 

2 ; k\2 
(4) ! ~-I T 

~ e) 

... '"!!b:!: spac',ng dhk!of the planes (h, k, l) in a orthorhombic cubic crystal is 

r 2 2 2 11/2 
(2) l'2-+~+_l , 

a2 b 2 c 2 J 

(255) 9 IP. T. 0.) 
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43. In a simple cubic lattice, the ratio dlOo : duo: d ll1 is 

(1) 6:.J3:2 (2) 6:3:.fi (3) .J6:.J3:.fi (4) .J6:.J3: 1 

44. Zinc crystallizes in hcp structure. If r is the radius of the zinc atom, the height of the 
unit cell of zinc is 

(
8)112 

(1) 2r :3 (
8)112 

(2) r :3 (3)112 
(3) 2r 8 

45. Thermal conductivity k of an insulator at low temperature depends on temperature T 
as 

(1) KocT 3 (2) K ocT (3) KocT 2 1 
(4) K oc

T 

46. Indicate the false statement about the Moseley's law 

(1) It explains the origin of characteristic X-rays 

(2) It predicts the existence of scandium between calcium and titanium in the periodic 
table 

(3) It helps in correcting the Mendeleyev's periodic table 

(4) For anyone material L radiations are much more penetrating than K radiations 

47. If an X-ray tube operates at 50 kV, then the shortest wavelength of the X-rays 
produced (given that C =3xl08 m/sec, h =6:62xlO-34 Jjsec) is 

(1) 0·25 A (2) 0·125 A (3) 0·62 A (4) 0·37 A 

48. Light of 2000 A falls on an aluminium surface. In aluminium 4 2 eV energy is required 
to remove an electron. What is the kinetic energy of the fastest emitted photoelectron? 

(1) 2 eV (2) 3 eV (3) 1 eV (4) 1·5 eV 

(255) 10 
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49. Indicate the false statement about the semiconductors 

(1) All intrinsic semiconductors are insulators at T =0 oK 

t21 At very high temperature all semiconductors become intrinsic semiconductors 

1,3} The conductivity of all semiconductors always increases with temperature 

4) N -type semiconductors are obtained by' doping arsenic into silicon 

SO. X~rays of 10'0 p.m. are scattered from a target. The maxitnum energy of the recoil 
electron (hjmc for electron is 2·426xlO-12 m) is 

',l~ 3-27xlO-15 joules 

1:3} 5·64xlO- 1S joules 

(2) 6·54x10-15 joules 

(4) 2·37 X 10-15 joules 

5L 'Th.e matrix 

I 
cosS isinS I 

A~ 
isin€l cosS 

is 

11) Hermitian (2) unitary (3) orthogonal (4) symmetric 

.. Indicate the statement which is not true 

(255) 

(1) The diagonalizing matrix of a unitary matrix is Hermitian 

(2) The diagonalizing matrix of a real symmetric matrix is orthogonal 

(3) The non-zero elements of a diagonal matrix are its eigenvalues 

(4) The diagonalizing matrix of a Hermitian matrix is unitary 

11 (P. T.O.) 
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53. The Lagrange's equation of motion for a simple pendulum of length I and bob of mass m 
making an angle 8 with the vertical line is 

54. Hamilton's canonical equations of motion are 

oH aH 
(3) q. ~- and p.~-

I ". 1;:l' 
0Pi uqi 

aH aH 
(4) q ~- and p. ~--, a' !;:). Pi vqi 

55. The generating function for Legendre polynomial Pn (xl is 

(I) (1-2xt+t')-1/2 

(3) (1-2xt+t2)1/' 

56. The value of ~[x"J"(xll is 
dx 

(4) (1+2xt_t2)1/2 

57. If the Rodrigue's fonnula for a polynomial is 

then the polynomial is 

(1) Legendre (2) Hermite (3) Lagure 

~ 

58. A vector field A is said to be non-consenl'ative if 

~ ~ 

(I) ~A.d I ~O 
~ ~ 

(2) VxA~O 

(255) 12 

(4) xn --1 I n -I (xl 

(4) Bessel 
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~ 4 -} 

59. For an incompressible fluid V(p v), where p is the density and v is the velocity, IS 

(I) always positive 

(21 always negative 

13) always zero 

(4) sometimes positive and sometimes negative 

~ 

60. The vector r is directed from the point pi (x', y', z') to the point P (x, y, z). The point p' is 
A ~ 

fixed and P is allowed to move. If r is a unit vector in the direction of r, then 

A 

(2) V (!J =-"--
r r2 

(3) V' (!J = -~ 
r r2 

61.. The power developed by an AM wave across a resistance of 100 0, when the peak 
m"'::.age of carrier wave is 100 V and modulation index is 40%, is 

(1) 58 W (2) 54 W (3) 46 W (4) 42 W 

... The Boolean expression ABC + ABC + BeA + ACB can be simplified as given below, 
u.s:.ng K map 

(2) AB+BC+CA (3) AB+BC+CA (4) AB +BC +CA 

63_ bldia.:.de the false conclusion drawn from the Kronig-Penney model of band theory' of 
siOC.s 

(255) 

(I) "7he energy spectrum consists of a number of allowed energy bands separated by 
~::rrbidden regions 

(2) The width of allowed energy bands decreases with increasing energy 

(3) The width of a particular energy band decreases with increasing binding energy of 
::be solid 

(4) The total number of possible wave functions in any energy band is equal to the 
::::.:mber of unit cells 

13 (P.T.O.) 
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64. The ground state energy of a particle in an one-dimensional quantum well is 4·4 eV. If 
the width of the well is doubled, then the new ground state energy is 

(1) 1·1 eV (2) 2·2 eV (3) 8·S eV (4) 17'6 eV 

65. The expectation value of the momentum p in one-dimensional motion is 

66. If the uncertainty in the location of a particle is equal to its de Broglie wavelength, then 
the uncertainty in its velocity V is 

(1) V 
2 

(2) V (3) V 
4 

(4) V 
3 

67. Consider an electron (m "'" 9·1>< 10-31 kg) confined by electrical forces to move between 

two rigid walls separated by 1.0><10-9 metre. Then the quantized energy value for the 
second lowest energy state is 

(I) 0·38 eV (2) 0'76 eV (3) 3-4 eV (4) 1'5 eV 

68. The motion of the electron in the ground state of hydrogen atom is described by the 

wave function l.jI(r, t) = ~ e-r
/
a cos rot. The probability P (rl for the electron to lie in 

vna3 

the spherical shell with radii r and r + dr centred at the nucleus of the hydrogen atom is 

2 " (4) _r_e-r /0. 
2a' 

(255) 14 
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69. Transmission probability of a particle with energy E moving through a one-dimensional 
rectangular potential barrier of height U 0 (U 0 < E) 

(1) is always 1 

(2) is never 1 

(3) varies from 0 to 1 periodically with increasing EjU 0 

(4) becomes 1 periodically with increasing EfU 0 but never becomes 0 

70. If If'{r, t) represents the wave function of a particle, then to which function it would 
collapse just after a precise measurement of momentum? 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

(I)o(r-r') (2) o(p-p') 

(3) IV' (r, t) with smaller 6p (4) 1V'(r, t) with smaller 6x 

71. Solution of the eigenvalue equation of momentum operator will not decay in case of 

(I) hydrogen atom (2) free particle in a box 

(3) harmonic oscillator (4) rigid rotator 

72. Eigenfunctions for a linear harmonic oscillator pass 

73, 

(255) 

(I) even parity 

(2) odd parity 

(3) defmite parity which may be even or odd 

(4) no parity 

, , 
The wave function of a particle is given by If;:: Ce-o. x in the range -00 < x< 00, where C 
and a are constants. The probability of finding the particle in the range O<.r< wis 

I 
(I) -

5 
(ZI .l 

4 

15 

, 
(3) 2 (4) .!c 

3 

(P.T.D.) 
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74. Which of the following quantum mechanical operators is Hermitian? 

(1) i~ 
dx 

(2) ~ 
dx 

(3) ~ 
dx 2 

75. The value of the commutation relation [p, (~2+ p2 J] is. 

A 

(1) -ilip 
A 

(2) -ihx 
A A 

(3) -il>(x+ p) 

(4) 
d 

dx 

A 

(4) ~2il>x 

76. The Schrodinger equation for a particle is -Ii 2 V2\}1 == E\jf. The energy E of the particle is 
2m 

n 21{ 2h 2 

(1) 2mL2 

(2) nh 

(3) nllro 

(4) E varies continuously in the range 0 to co 

77. The Hamiltonian H of a system having two states 'til and 4'2 is such that HIJ/l :=oiE'+'2 
and Jf\jJ 2 :;; -iE\jIl' The lowest energy of the system correspond to the state is 

78. If the wave function for a particle in coordinate space is tt'(x) =o(x), then that wave 
function in the momentum space will be 

(255) 

i 1 -px 
(1) lJl(p)=-e' 

.fiit 

1 
(3) lJl(p)= "S(p) 

'12. 

(2) lJl(p) =S(p) 

(4) lJl(p)=O 

16 
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79. For which value of ~ for a particle will the relativistic mass'ofthe particle exceed its rest 
c 

mass by a given fraction f? 

(I) ~f(I+f) 
(2+ f) 

(2) H(2+f) 
(1+ f) 

)2f(I+f) 
(3) 

(2+ f) 

~f(2+f) 
(4) 

2(1+f) 

80. A radioactive particle with proper mean life of l/.l sec moves through the laboratory at a 

speed of2.7xl08 metres/sec. What will be its lifetime observed by an observer in the 

laboratory? 

(I) 10 ~s (2) O·I~s (3) 2·30~s (4) O·43~s 

81. The velocity of an object whose length appears to be contracted to half of its proper 

length is 

(I) J:... c 
.J2 

2 
(2) -J3 c 

I 
(3) -c 

2 

-J3 
(4) -c 

2 

82. A galaxy is moving away from earth at such a speed that the blue light ()" = 400 nrn) 

appears to be of wavelength A. == 600 run. The speed of the galaxy is 

3 
(I) -c 

5 

5 
(2) -c 

13 
(3) ~c 

9 

4 
(4) -c 

9 

83. If the total energy of the particle is thrice its rest mass energy, then the velocity of the 

particle is 

(I) "-
3 

(255) 

(2) 2c 
3 

17 

(3) .J2 c 
3 

2.J2 
(4) -c 

3 

(P.T.O.) 
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84. Indicate the false statement about the Bosans 

{Il Wave functions are symmetrical to interchange of particle labels 

(2) These particles obey Pauli exclusion principle 

(3) The distribution function of Bosans has higher value than the distribution function 
of Fermions at all energies 

(4) Number of Boson per state is more than that predicted by Maxwell~Boltzmann 
distribution at low energies 

85. A collection of independent ensembles having the same temperature T, volume V and 
chemical potential ).l is known as 

(I) rnicrocanonical ensemble (2) macrocanonical ensemble 

(3) canonical ensemble (4) grand canonical ensemble 

86. One mole of a perfect gas at volume VA, temperature T A and pressure P A changes from 
state A to state B, where volume is VB, temperature is TB and pressure is PE . The 
change in entropy is 

(I) C 1 VB TB (2) TB VB v n-+Rln- Cvln-+Rln-
VA TA TA VA 

(3) 
V T TA VA Cvln --.6.. +R In -A.. (4) Cvln-+Rln-
VB TB TB VB 

87. A system A interacting with a reservoir R undergoes a reversible transfonnation of its 
thermodynamic state. If LlSA is the change in the entropy of A and l'1SR that of reservoir 
R during the transfonnation, then in general 

(255) 18 
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88. An ideal gas undergoes a process during which pN is constant, where P is the 
pressure and V is the volume of the gas. If volume of the gas decreases to i-th of its 
initial value, then the temperature of the gas will become 

(1) decrease to half of its initial value 

(2) increase to double of its initial value 

(3) remain constant 

(4) increase by four times 

89. If the binding energy of the hydrogen atom is -13·6 eV, then the lowest wavelength in 
the Balmer series of hydrogen spectrum is (h =6.63xlO-34 J-sec) 

(I) 8220 A (2) 912 A (3) 1216 A (4) 3650 A 

90. If the exiting line in the Raman effect experiment is 5460 A and the Stokes' line is at 
5520 A, then the wavelength of the corresponding anti-Stokes line is 

(I) 5400 A (2) 5490 A (3) 5580 A (4) 5550 A 

91. The photoelectric threshold for tungsten is 2300 A. The energy of the electrons emitted 
from the surface by the ultraviolet light of wavelength 1800 A incident on the tungsten 
(h ",,6·63xlO-34 J~secl IS 

(I) 2·39xlO-12 joule 

(3) I· 48 x 10-19 joule 

(2) 2·39xlO-19 joule 

(4) 3·S6xlO-19 joule 

92. The wave function of a particle confined in a box of length Lis \V(xj:o; {2 sin ~~. The fi L 

(255) 

probability of finding the particle in the range 0< x< L will be 
2 

(I) I (2) .! 
2 

(3) .! 
4 

(4) I 
3 

19 (P.T.O.) 
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93. The energy of a linear harmonic oscillator in third excited state is 4·1 eV. The frequency 
of vibration is (Jl=6·62xlO-34 J-sec) 

(I) 3·3 x 1013 Hz (2) 2·8x10 13 Hz (3) 3·9x1013 Hz (4) 4·2x10 13 Hz 

94. The Miller indices of the plane parallel to the X-Y axis are 

(I) (I, 0, 0) (2) (0, I, 0) (3) (0, 0, I) (4) (I, I, 0) 

95. If there are N atoms in monoatomic solids vibrating with frequency v, its specific heat 
at high temperatures would be 

(2) 3 NkB (3) 5 NkB 

96. The reciprocal lattice of an FCC crystal is 

(I) tetragonal (2) Bee (3) hexagonal (4) orthorhombic 

97. Lasers are more useful for holography because of 

(I) directionality (2) coherence 

98. The blue colour of sky is explained by 

(I) Raman effect 

(3) Bohr's theory 

(3) brightness (4) monochromaticity 

(2) Rayleigh scattering 

(4) Rutherford scattering 

99. If the Lagrangian of a system is L = .!.qq2. then the solution of Lagrange's equation for 
2 

boundary condition q = 0 at t = 0 yields 

(I) qaot (2) q ao t 1/ 2 
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100. A particle of mass m moves along X -axis under the action of a force F = - ~~ . Its motion 

is described by the Lagrangian 

m(clx)' k 
(I) 2 dt + x' 

m(clx)' (3) 2 dt 

101. If a matrix A =o;(~ ~} then A-I will be 

(I) _.!: ( I -3) 
5 -2 I 

I (I 3) 
(2)521 

m(clx)' 2k 
(2) 2 dt + x3 

m(clx)' (4) 2 dt 

(3) .!: (I I) 
4 I I 

2k 

x 3 

102. f .. (3 I). . al I a matnx IS A = 2 ZIts elgenv ues are 

(I) I and 2 (2) 2 and 4 (3) I and 3 

(4) _.!: (-I 3) 
3 2 -I 

(4) I and 4 

103. If ul and u2 are eigenstates corresponding to energy eigenvalues EI and E2 (EI *" E 2) of 
a Hamiltonian, then in the state space 

(I) u, and U2 are parallel 

(2) u, and u2 are orthogonal 

(3) u, and U2 are' at an angle such that cos 8 = El 
E, 

(4) u, and u2 are degenerate states 

104. When the Zeeman lines are observed perpendicular to the magnetic field they will be 

(I) plane polarized (2) circularly polarized 

(3) elliptically polarized (4) unpolarized 
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105. In a purely inductance AC source circuit L = 50 mHo The inductive reactance of the 
circuit when the frequency of AC source is 60 Hz, will be 

(1) 18·850 (2) 3·80 (3) 6·310 (4) 12·620 

106. The width of the interference fringes in Young's double-slit experiment increases 

(1) on increasing the slit width 

(2) on decreasing the wavelength of light used 

(3) on decreasing the distance between the slit and the screen 

(4) on decreasing the distance between the slits 

107. On placing a thin sheet of mica of thickness 12xlO-s em in the path of the one of the 
two interfering beams in Fresnel's biprism experiment it is found that the central fringe 
is shifted by a distance equal to the width of a bright fringe of t.. ;:: 6 x 10-5 em, then the 
refractive index of mica is 

(1) 1·33 (2) 1·42 (3) 1·5 (4) 1-45 

108. A drop afwater is placed between the lens and glass plate in Newton's ring experiment. 
What will happen to the size of the rings? 

(1) Rings will increase in diameter 

(2) Rings will decrease in diameter 

(3) Rings will disappear 

(4) Diameter of rings will remain unchanged 

109. We wish to use a plate of glass (~:::.1·5) as a polarizer. What must be the angle of 
incidence so that the reflected light is completely polarized? 

(1) 56·3" (2) 65·4" (3) 36·5" (4) 45·6" 
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110. The sodium source of light has a doublet whose components are 5890 A and 5896 A. 
The minimum number of lines in a grating to resolve this doublet in the first~order 
spectrum is 

(I) 796 (2) 982 (3) 856 (4) 490 

Ill. A beam of light is observed by a Nicol prism after passing through a quarter-wave plate. 
Two positions of maximum intensity and two positions of zero intensity are found on 
one complete rotation of Nicol prism. The light is 

(IJ unpolarized (2) plane polarized 

(3) circularly polarized (4) elliptically polarized 

112. If the proper mean lifetime 1" of It + meson is 2·5 x 10-8 sec, then the distance travelled 
by a bUrst of1t"+ mesons travelling with v::oO·73c is 

(I) 800 em (2) 600 em (3) 500 em (4) 300 em 

113. What is the momentum of a proton having kinetic energy 1 BeV, if the velocity of light 
is c? 

1·5BeV 
(I) 

e 

I·OBeV 
(2) 

e 

2·0BeV 
(3) 

e 

1·7BeV 
(4) 

c 

114. What is the mass equivalent of the energy from an antenna radiating 1000 watts of 
radio energy for 12 hour? 

(I) 9·6 milligrams (2) 1·2 milligrams 

(3) 4·002 milligrams (4) 6·03 milligrams 
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115. In an inertial frame a body moves freely with a constant velocity Vo along X -axis. What 
is its trajectory in a frame rotating with constant angular velocity co about Z -axis of 
inertial frame? 

(1) Circle with fIxed radius in X -y plane 

(2) Circle with radius changing at a constant rate in X -Y plane 

(3) Straight line in X -Y plane 

(4) Straight line in X -Z plane 

116. The interaction between neutrons and protons may be represented by the Yukawa 

potential u(r)=_(r~ )uoe-rlro, then the force F(r) betv.'een neutrons and protons is 

-
(I) (ro) -'It l (2) (ro) -"', ~-~] ~ - -;: uoe 0;. - TO r - - uoe r , ro 

- 21 
(3) (ro) -"'0 [l (4) TO -~ Il'b I - - uoe - r --uoe I ---, 

'2 TO r' , 
TO J 

117. Two protons each of energy 500 MeV approach each other from opposite direction. If 
the only interaction is the electrostatic interaction, how close could the protons come to 
each other? 

(I) 1·6xlO-10 em (2) 1·8xI0-12 em (3) 1.4xlO-14 em (4) 1·4xl0-16 em 

118. For a physical system composed of N identical particles conflned in space V having 
energy E and entropy S, the pressure P is given by 

(I) _(aEJ 
av S.N 

(2) (aE) 
aN V.S 

(3) (aE) 
as N, v 

(4) _(asJ 
aN V.E 
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119. If E is the energy, G is the Gibbs free energy, A is the Helmholtz free energy andH is the 
enthalpy for a physical system ( N, V, El, then the specific heat at constant pressure is 
given by 

(I) (8G) (2) (BA) (3) (OH) (4) (BE) 
oT N,P aT N,P aT N p aT N,P 

120. Which one of the follovling relations is true for chemical potential 11 for the physical 
system ( N, V, E)? 

H 
(I) ~~

N 
G 

(2) ~~
N 

A 
(3) ~ ~N 

E 
(4) ~~

N 

121. During reversible adiabatic process the effective ratio of the two specific heats for a 
mixture of any two ideal gases with mol fractions II and 12 and specific heat ratios r l 

and r2 is given by 

I t. 12 (3) -=--+-.
r-l r1 -1 r2 -1 

122. On mixing the two samples of the same gas at a common initial temperature T the 
change in entropy of the system is given by 

(I) ,jS~k[Nlln(VI ;IV2 )+N2In(VI:2V2)] 

(2) ,jS=k[VIln(NI;:2)+V'ln(NI;:')] 

(3) ,jS~k[(NI +N2)ln( VI +V2 )-NIln VI -N,ln V,] 
Nl +N2 Nl N2 

(4) ,jS=k[iVI +V2)ln(NI +N2)_VIln NI_V,ln N,] 
V1 +V2 Vi V 2 
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123. An ensemble, for which the density fu'nction p (p, q, :1 x eXPl-H(q, p)/kTJ, where 
H(q, p) is the Hamiltonian for that ensemble, is 

(1) microcanonical 

(3) grand canonical 

(2) canonical 

(4) macrocanm-.;ca.:. 

124. If the Hamiltonian for one-dimensional harmonic oscil1a::cc :=--. p:rase space is given by 
2 

H(q, pi == .!kq2 +L, then the phase trajectory of the rep:-ese:::aci\"e point (q, pi of this 
2 2m 

system will be 

(I) ellipse (2) circle (3) parabola ~ I h,;:perbola 

125. Viria! theorem states that for a canonical ensemb!e cc:-:s:s::..:-:g of an ideal gas of 

non-interacting N particles the quantity ( IqiiJI '. 15 ec.':...:a... -,~ 
\. i 

(I) 3NkT (2) -3NkT 

126. The quantity L e-~(Er-)lNs) is known as 
',S 

(1) partition function 

(3) semipartition fUnction 

127. Lieuville's theorem states that 

(I) op +djv(pv)~O 
dt 

(3) op -div (pv) ~ 0 
dt 

(3) -2pV " 2pV 

(2) special parti::o:: :":J.:1ction 

(4) grand parti:":.:::-: :-:...;:;.ction 

128. Nernst heat theorem is another way of stating 

(1) first law of thermodynamics (2) second lav,' of thermodynamics 

(3) third law of therrnodynamics (4) fourth law of thennodynamics 
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129. An ideal gas consisting of N particles undergoes isothermal change of state from initial 
state (Pi, Vi, T) to fInal state (PI' VI' T), then the increase in entropy is 

(I) Nkln(J,) (2) Nkl{:') (4) Nk log (J, ) 

130. Imagine a light planet revolving round a very massive star in a circular orbit of radius R 
with a period of revolution T. If the gravitational force of attraction between the planet 
and star is proportional to R~5/2, then 

(I) r' oc R3 

131. A transistor having a ;= 0 ·975 and reverse saturation current leo = 10 IlA is operated in 
CE configuration. If the base current is 250 ).lA, then the collector current is 

(I) 10·15 rnA (2) 9'75 rnA (3) 11·64 rnA (4) 8'56 rnA 

132. Which one of the following is not a correct boundary condition at the interface of two 
different media? 

~ 

{II Tangential component of E is always continuous 
~ 

(2) Tangential component of H is always continuous 
~ 

(3) Normal component of B is always continuous 
~ 

(4) Normal component of D is always continuous 

133. Which one of the following media can be considered to be a conductor at 8 MHz? 

(1) Soil with E, = 15 and a = 10-2 (Ornr' 

(255) 

(2) Germanium with Pr ==16 and 0' =:O·l{Omj-l 

(3) Seawater with Pr :0::80 and cr =25{Omr1 

(4) Wood with e, =2 andcr=lO-6(Ornr1 
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134. If Cr.m.s., C and em denote respectively the r.m.s. speed, average speed and most 
probable speed molecules in a gas obeying Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law for 
molecular speeds, then 

(2) C > er.m.s. > em 

(4) CLm.s. > em > C 

135. The short term frequency stability of a He-Ne gas to Laser at A = 1153 nrn IS 

approximately 8 parts in 1014 then the coherence time IS 

(1) 28 ms (2) 96 ms (3) 48 ms 14) 64 ms 

136. A sample of certain element is placed in a 0-300 tesia magnetic field and suitably 
excited. How far apart are the Zeeman components of the 450 nrn spectral line of this 
element? 

(1) 5 ·66 x 10-12 metre (2) 2·83xlO- c2 metre 

137. An electron has a speed of 300 metres/sec accurate up to 0·01%. With what 
fundamental accuracy can locate the position of this electron {me ;;:9·lxlO-31 kg, 

charge e=1·6xl0~19 coulomb and Planck's constant h =6·64 (1O~34 joules/sec)? 

(1) 2-4 em (3) 1·8 em 

138. A diffraction grating has 104 lines per inch. It is illuminated at normal incidence by 
sodium light (/.. 1 = 5890 A and A2 = 5896 A). What is the angular separation between the 
first-order maxima of these lines? 
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139. In a common emitter amplifier, the voltage gain depends mainly on 

(3) h r_ and h~ 

140. An atom of magnetic quantum number m{ and mass m is placed in a magnetic field B, 
then magnetic energy is 

(2) m( ~)B 
l2m/ 

(3) m, (;;)B (4) TId ~)B2 
l2m( 

141. For an electron in a one electron atomic system the possible orientations of the total 
~ 

angular momentum J for the states that correspond to orbital quantum number l = 1 
are 

(I) 2 (2) 4 (3) 6 (4) 3 

142. The anomalous Zeeman effect was explained by introducing the concept of 

(1) orbital angular momentum 

(2) magnetic moment due to orbital angular momentum 

(3) skin angular momentum 

{4} magnetic moment due to total angular momentum 

143. Which one of the following statements is not true about the Laser light beam? 

{I} It is nearly monochromatic (2) It is coherent 

(3) It is extremely intense (4) It converges hardly at all 

144. Which of the following gates is known as equality comparator? 

(I) AND gate (2) OR gate (3) XNOR gate (4) XOR gate 
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145. If an electron (m == 9·lx 10-31 kg) is confined by an electrical force to move between two 

rigid walls separated by I·Ox 10-9 metre. The quantized energy value for the second 
lowest energy state is 

(I) 0-38 eV (2) 0-76 eV (3) 1-5 eV (4) 3-0 eV 

146. If the number of quantum states g(~ J df:. available to electron in a metal with energies 
between e and E +d£ is g(E) dE = (3N /2) E~3/2 ..j£ dE, where t:.=: is Fermi energy and N is 

the number of electrons present, then the average electron energy at T = 0 oK is 

t4) EF 

147. The atomic number Z of the element which has a Ko. X-ray li.!"J.e of wavelength 0-180 
nm (given that Rydberg constant R=1·097x.l07 m-I) is 

(I) 27 (2) 26 (3) 52 (4) 54 

148. At a given temperature any semiconductor has the minimum conductivity given by 

2 
(1) 2enj !!n 

~p 

149. A crystal system whose unit cell is specified by a = b:;:: c, a == j3 = Of = 900 is lmown as 

(1) monoclinic (2) orthorhombic (3) tetragonal (4} rhombohedral 

150. Which one of- the following particles cannot be accelerated by cyclotron? 

(I) Electron (2) Proton (3} IX particle (4) Deuteron 

*** 
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